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Liberty Fund Inc, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 155 mm. Language:
English Brand New Book. Editor Charles Rowley calls Gordon Tullock an economist by nature rather
than by training. Tullock attended a one-semester course in economics for law students at the
University of Chicago but is otherwise self-taught. Tullock s background has enabled him to analyze
economic problems with an open mind and to deploy his formidable intellect in a truly
entrepreneurial manner. Virginia Political Economy is the inaugural volume in a new series, Liberty
Fund s The Selected Works of Gordon Tullock. The series will consist of ten volumes of selections
from the major monographs and scholarly papers published by Tullock between 1954 and 2002. The
first volume contains a selection from Tullock s published academic papers and essays designed to
introduce the series and to offer a representative picture of his work to allow scholars to evaluate in
depth the relevance and intellectual impact of his contributions. The volume begins with the only
two pieces in the Selected Works that were not written by Tullock himself. The first is the brief
assessment of Tullock s contributions made by Mark Blaug in 1985 when explaining...
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Reviews
This is the very best publication i have got go through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this book to understand.
-- Ca simer McGlynn
This created book is wonderful. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. Your way of life span will likely be enhance as soon as
you comprehensive looking at this publication.
-- Jesse Yundt
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